
Zenkraft is the leading Salesforce-native multi-carrier shipping application that bridges the gaps between 
fulfillment operations and the consumer experience. This allows our customers to generate shipping quotes, 
manifest shipments, track delivery, and manage returns from one system - seamlessly.
We help manufacturers:

Remove Complexity & Streamline Operations

Shipment Tracking
Tracking details are automatically updated as 
the items move through delivery with real-time 
tracking of shipments for warehouse, store, and 
customer support teams. Branded tracking 
notifications at each critical delivery stage keep 
customers informed and enhance the 
end-to-end experience.

Tap into 130+ pre integrated parcel, LTL and same day carriers
Power accurate cost estimates and options for delivery, including shipping costs as part of a job quote
Automate fulfillment operations. Create and print shipping labels and documents using Salesforce Flows  
Connect warehouse operations to the invoicing process
Leverage tracking visibility and dashboards for enhanced reporting

Achieve higher quote accuracy and save time.
Leverage a product’s weight and/or dimensions to add 
estimated shipping costs to a quote, and retrieve the latest 
negotiated and published rates directly from carriers. 

Rates & Cost Estimates

Manufacturing

https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000DvLFvUAN&tab=e


Schedule a demo

Learn what Zenkraft can do for your business.

Returns Management
Create a smooth returns process for ecommerce consumers using Salesforce Commerce Cloud,
and for customer service users via service applications like Salesforce Service Cloud.

Zenkraft works with any Salesforce Object or Cloud, including other Salesforce built ERP and WMS 
applications, integrating logistics operations into your Salesforce environment, seamlessly.

Easily create returns shipments/manifests from any object in the platform
Include RMA numbers on return labels for inbound warehouse scanning
Schedule pickups and track the return delivery status
Provide return shipping for product cores, returns for calibration, or warranty claims

150+
5-star reviews on AppExchange 

800+
customers

47,000+
users

Salesforce AppExchange 
Partner since 2009

130+ integrated carriers 
Carrier integrations and supports including parcel, LTL, and same day, delivery services.

Manufacturing clients include

About Zenkraft  

https://zenkraft.com/schedule



